
EDUCATIONAL THOUGHTS BY STUDENTS 

 
 
1) Knowledge is like a flower in the garden of education 

                                               -Affrin      
2) Education is the evidence in the court of knowledge  

                                              -Affrin 
3) Education is the greatest knowledge of action 

                                      -Ciyana Catherine 
 
4) Education is the soul of leadership 

                                                 -Gowsalya 
 
5) Education is not only about intellectual development it is all about holistic 
development. 

                                                - Seprica 
6) With the power of education you can win the world  

                                           -     Tharani 
7) Education never done without effects and defeat 

                                       -Josephine Yazhini 
8) Modification is the result of all true learning  

                                               -Rhiyachin 
 

9) Education acts as an accelerator in the journey of Life. 
                                          - Sneha 

1O) Education is empowering mind  
                                              _ sowmiya 

 
 11) Education is not to define one’s learning behaviour but to define one’s 
behaviour and character  

             -R. Roseline 
12) Education is the way to correlate a person’s academic skill and character.  

      -L. Soundarya Merin Christy 
13) Education is a tool to eradicate the gender inequality. 

   - M. Mohanapriya 
14) Educate yourself first to reach your goals best  

-Merlin Jerina 



15) Life is like a cricket ground where problem bounces like a ball, 
Education hits that like a bat 

-Harini 
16) Educating woman is to build a full educated empire 

-senthamizh kani 
17) Education is a junction which has a station of life goals 

-Srisangeetha 
18) Education gives a time, to reach our aim 

-Siva sangari 
19) Learning is the core to the development of mind 

-Meenakshi .R 
20) Education is just a man-made human tool to dominate 

-sankareswari 
21) Education is a chain to connect individual and society 

-Joan Lincy 
22) Education is just a man-made human tool to dominate 

-sankareswari 
23) Education is a part of our life that decide your future 

 -    V.Divya varsha  
24)  Education is not a riddle. Education is a solution 

- P Roshini 
25) Education can sharp the mind and shape the life. 

                                            - M. Aparnaa  
26) People can steal everything from you, except your education. 

S. Sai preethi  
27) ககககக கககககக ககககககககககக கககககககககககக.....  
          கககககககககக ககககககககககககக கககககக கககககக 
கககககக.  
                          -க. கககககக 
28) Education never exhausts the mind. 

-A. Reena 
29) Education enrich the quality of life and it gives way for successful life .  

                             _ Nandhini 
 

30) Today’s education is better foundation for tomorrow’s future.   
                           _ Jenith Priya  

 



31) Your time is limited and your education is unlimited. 
                          _Ritty 

 
32) ககககக கககககககககக கககககககக கககககககக 

                        -க. கககககக  
33) ககககககக கககககககககககக ககககக ககககக ககககககக 
கககககக ககககக.  
                  க. கககககககக 
 
34) ககககககககககக கககககககககககக ககககககககக.. ககககக,  
ககககககககக ககககககககககககக.  

            கக.ககககககககக 
35) Education is the root cause for equality  

-Kalaiarasi 
36) The best gift you can give to someone is free education. 

-K Ragasupraja 
37) “Education is for improving the lives of others and for leaving your community 
and world better than you found it “ 

         M.jeyasree 
38) *Education is a cocoon, that prepares the pupas (students) to fly with brighter 
wings of success.* 
 

*~K.RAJASUPRABHA* 
 
 
 


